
Solutions to HW4 
15.62 To show that there exists an isomorphism F:Z2�A, A⊆Z2k if and only if k is odd. 
If F:Z2�A is an isomorphism then in particular |Z2|=|A|=2 
Therefore A={m,n} where f(0)=m, f(1)=n 
 Since F is an isomorphism: 
  f(0+0)=2f(0)=2m=f(0)=m 
  Therefore 2m=m in Z2k 
  Therefore m=0 (the only element in Z2k with this property) 
 
  Also, f(1)=n 
  f(1+1)=f(0)=2f(1)=2n=0 
  Therefore: [2n]2k=[0]2k 
  Therefore 2n e {0, ±2k, ±4k,…} 
 Since -1<n<2k, -1<2n<4k and therefore 2n=2k or 2n=0 
 If 2n=0, n=0 and m=n, F not an isomorphism 
 Therefore 2n=2k and n=k. 
 

Therefore if F is an isomorphism from Z2�A⊆Z2k then A={0,k}, f(0)=0, f(1)=k. 
  f(1.1)=f(1)f(1)=f(1) 
  k2=k 
 
Assume k is odd: 
 Then k=2m-1 m e N (n.b. 2k=4m-2) 
 k2= 4m2-4m+1 
 k2=m(4m-2)+(1-2m)  From above: [4m-2]=[2k]=[0] 
 [k2]=[1-2m]=[-k]=[k]   By construction [2k]=[0] � [k]=[-k] 
 Therefore if k is odd, then [k2]=[k] and there exists an isomorphism from {0,1}�{0,k}. 
 
Assume k is even: 
 Then k=2m, m e N (n.b. 2k=4m) 
 k2=4m2 
 k2=4m.m 
 [k2]=[0]   From above [4m]=[2k]=[0] 
 But [k] is nonzero and therefore [k2]≠[k] 
 Therefore if k is even, no isomorphism can exist. 
 
Therefore an isomorphism exists if and only if k is odd. 
 
16.2 x2+3x+2 has four zeroes in Z6.  
A zero is any value of x for which the following holds: 
[x2+3x+2]=[(x+2)(x+1)]=[0] 
Therefore x=-2=4 and x=-1=5. 
Z6 is not an integral domain and so there are other solutions to ab=0. 
i.e. 4.3=0 in Z6: 
 (x+2)(x+1)=4.3 � x=2 is a solution 
Also 3.2=0 in Z6: 
 (x+2)(x+1)=3.2 � x=1 is a solution 
 
Another way of obtaining the last two solutions is recognizing that [3x]=[-3x] and finding zeroes 
for x2-3x+2 (the zeroes of that are 2 and 1). 
 



16.12 Let f(x)=5x4+3x3+1, g(x)=3x2+2x+1 
This question is done by simple long division modulo 7.  
i.e. 5/3 =4 because 3.4 = 5 modulo 7, and 2/3=3 because 3.3=2 mod 7 etc. 
 
The final answer is q(x)=4x2+3x+2, r(x)=6x+2 with f(x)=g(x)q(x)+r(x). 
 
16.13 
Also fairly straightforward. 
Notice that [1] = {1+(i=1�∞)Saixi | ai e {0,4} for all i} 
Therefore for f(x)g(x)=1 for f(x)=2x+1, we have to find g(x) such that f(x)g(x) is some element of 
that equivalence class. 
By inspection/intuition/guess and check, 4x2+4x+1=(2x+1)2 and f(x) is self-inverse. 
 
16.45 To show that there exists some a, b e F such that x2+x+1 divides x43+ax+b. 
 
From long division we can discern a pattern and check it: 
The remainder (just be discerning the pattern) when dividing x43+ax+b by x2+x+1 is (a+1)x+b. 
If a=-1 and b=0 then the remainder is zero. 
The element 1 exists since we are working in a field and therefore -1 exists; similarly, the element 
zero must exist. 
Therefore there exist a and b such that x2+x+1 divides x43+ax+b 


